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I’ll never forget the fall of 2003. I was a Sophmore at Biola University. The weather was 

unusually hot. And the air quality was unusually bad (which is saying something for Southern 
California). The sky was filled with smoke. It made the sun blood-red, and the sky burnt-orange. 
There was almost no humidity. And scorching winds whipped through our campus. It was kind 
of like attending a Christian university in hell. The smoke above our campus was from the Cedar 
Fire, the largest in California’s recorded history. It consumed nearly 300,000 acres of land. It 
destroyed 2800 buildings, and killed 14 people. All of that destruction was caused by one man 
named Sergio Martinez. Martinez had been hunting in Cleveland National Forest, when he got 
lost. He lit a small fire to signal for help. But the fire quickly spread beyond his control. The 
Santa Ana winds kicked up. And the rest is history.  

In today’s passage, Solomon says that a little folly undoes a lot of wisdom. One split-
second decision can eliminate countless hours of wise planning and diligent labor. Physicists 
talk about the “butterfly effect.” In the natural world there are complex, interconnected 
systems. And they are extremely sensitive to initial conditions. And if the initial conditions are 
just right, a small action in one place, can have far-reaching consequences in another place. 
Thus a butterfly can flap its wings, and cause a hurricane in another part of the world. Solomon 
says that folly has a butterfly effect. One stupid decision can cause massive destruction.   

Now, that’s true in general. But it’s especially true for leaders. The more influence you 
have, the weightier your poor decisions become. One pastoral affair can dismantle a church. 
One political misstep can cause a war. One poor investment can bankrupt a company, and leave 
hundreds of people unemployed. The spark of a poor decision can set the world on fire. Every 
leader lives under the burden of this reality.  

Most of us are in some position of influence. Maybe you have kids. Maybe you oversee  
people at work. Maybe you teach a class, or have influence in your community. If so, you’re a 
leader. And even if you don’t have an official position of influence; you’re in a position to 
influence. We all have opportunities to influence those in power. So how do we live with this 
burden? Solomon offers some insight into this question.  
 

If you have a Bible, turn to Ecclesiastes 9:13. We’re nearing the end of our study in 
Ecclesiastes. And time and again, we’ve seen Solomon make two points; first, that wisdom is 
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valuable. But second, that its value is limited. There are benefits to making smart choices. But 
smart choices don’t guarantee success. Over the past few weeks, we’ve seen how injustice, and 
disaster, and human frailty all subvert the goodness of wisdom. In today’s passage, Solomon 
continues to reflect on wisdom’s limited value.  
 But his point isn’t entirely clear. This is a confusing book. And this is a very  
confusing passage. So this may be the most confusing sermon in this series. But don’t blame me, 
ok? Blame Solomon. The editors of my Bible entitle this section, “Miscellaneous Observations.” 
That title is like an admission of defeat isn’t it? Even they can’t find a point in this passage. 
 This section contains a hodgepodge of proverbs, and stories. It doesn’t have any obvious 
structure, or flow of thought. But it does have some recurring ideas. Notice the images Solomon 
uses. Three times he refers to small animals. In 10:1, he says that a tiny fly can spoil a lot of 
perfume. In 10:8, he says that a small snake can immobilize a large human. And in 10:20, he 
that says a little bird can get you in big trouble. All these images underscore one point: a little 
folly can do a lot of harm.1 In 10:1, Solomon says, “a little foolishness is weightier than wisdom 
and honor.” Foolishness is weightier than wisdom.  
 And these two are diametrically opposed. Solomon says, “A wise man's heart directs him 
toward the right, but the foolish man's heart directs him toward the left. 3 Even when the fool 
walks along the road his sense is lacking, and he demonstrates to everyone that he is a fool.” 
Wise and foolish people travel in opposite directions. And this is obvious to anyone who’s seen 
a fool. It’s clear that he’s going to do something stupid. He’s fleeing from wisdom. The wise 
man and the fool are on opposite journeys. But the fool reaches his destination faster. Fools 
cause folly far faster than the wise cultivate wisdom. It takes far less time to burn a house than 
to build one. And therefore, wisdom is fragile. The good it creates can easily be destroyed. 
That’s Solomon’s point. 
 And he thinks it’s particularly relevant for those in leadership. Notice how often he 
speaks of human authority in these verses. He refers to kings, and rulers; to princes, and 
weapons of war. Much of this passage is about leadership. And in light of this, we can rephrase 
Solomon’s point slightly. We could say that a little bad leadership does a lot of harm. Now, in 
light of this, how should we live? And how should we lead? Well, Solomon says we must talk 
wisely. And we must walk wisely.  

A. The Burden of Speaking Influential Words: Let’s start by looking at the weightiness of  
words. James says that the tongue is a restless evil; that one little spark from my mouth can set 
the whole course of life on fire (James 3:6, 8). Our words can quickly create havoc. And 
therefore, Solomon says we must speak gently and thoughtfully.  

Let’s look at what Solomon says about gentle speech. In verse 13, he begins by saying, 
“Also this I came to see as wisdom under the sun, and it impressed me. 14 There was a small city 

                                                           
1 Wording adapted from Sidney Greidanus, Preaching Christ from Ecclesiastes: Foundations for Expository 

Sermons (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2010); 258. 
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with few men in it and a great king came to it, surrounded it, and constructed large siegeworks 
against it. 15 But there was found in it a poor wise man and he delivered the city by his wisdom. 
Yet no one remembered that poor man. 16 So I said, "Wisdom is better than strength." But the 
wisdom of the poor man is despised and his words are not heeded.” Solomon starts with a story. 
He says there once was a poor man. Externally, he was unimpressive. Yet he was very wise. And 
he led his little city to a great victory over a powerful king. But subsequently, the man was 
despised. And his wisdom was not heeded.  

Solomon is illustrating how the world works. People gravitate towards impressive 
individuals; towards the rich and powerful. Conversely, people tend to discount those who are 
externally unimpressive; even when they have a proven track-record of success. People who are 
loud, or forceful typically exert the most influence. But that doesn’t mean we should follow 
their example. Solomon says; “The words of the wise heard in quietness are better than the 
shouting of a ruler among fools. 18 Wisdom is better than weapons of war, but one sinner 
destroys much good.” The shout of a ruler may get results. But ultimately, quiet wisdom 
achieves the greatest positive impact; even though such wisdom can be quickly forgotten, or 
overturned.   

We live in a loud world. The media focus on whoever does the most outlandish thing, or 
makes the most inflammatory comment. But a wise leader influences through calm and gentle 
speech. Volume can be effective. But over time, its effectiveness begins to  
wane. And if you’re a parent, you already know this.  

A few days ago, some friends and I were walking on a trail with our kids. And Jake 
started running ahead. And I said, “Jake, slow down.” And he kept running. So I said, “Jake, 
SLOW DOWN!” And he kept running. And at that point, I wanted wanted to scream; “JAKE!!” 
But instead, I started laughing, because I knew it was an exercise in futility. I could’ve screamed 
myself hoarse. But he wasn’t going to slow down. That’s a helpless feeling, isn’t it parents? But 
it illustrates the ineffectiveness of volume. Volume attracts attention. But after awhile, the 
effect wears off. And eventually, it becomes counterproductive.   

I used to work with Middle Schoolers. And one year, we had this terrible group of 8th 
grade guys. And I mean that quite literally. They struck terror in the hearts of others. One night 
we were playing this crazy water game. The students were unusually hyper. And all of a sudden, 
these 8th grade guys started wrestling with each other. They’re knocking things over. They’re 
holding up the game. I’m trying to manage 60 kids. And I’m quickly losing control of the 
situation. So I start yelling. And I didn’t cuss at them or anything. I just told them to cut it 
out…in so many words. Months later, I was at a summer camp with these guys. I was talking 
with one of them. And he said to me, “Jeff, why did you yell at us during that water game?” And 
I said, “because you were being disrespectful.” And he said, “yeah, but why did you have to yell?” 
Now, I spent a lot of time with this student. I read the Bible with him. I prayed with him. I 
affirmed him. But that incident is what stuck with him.  
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We use volume to amplify our message. But so often, volume actually drowns our 
message out. If I yell at my kid, why will she obey? So that I stop yelling. If I explode at my 
coworkers, why will they treat me nicely? So that I stop exploding. If I berate my spouse, why 
will she serve me? Because no one likes getting berated. In each instance, the person isn’t 
responding to my words. They’re just reacting to my harshness. And that harshness will create 
distance. People won’t want to get close to me. And thus, I’ll lose the chance to influence them. 
Listen, if you’re coaching a team, or leading a military unit, volume might be necessary. But my 
general rule is this; if I can’t communicate calmly, I won’t communicate effectively. “The words 
of the wise heard in quietness are better than the shouting of a ruler among fools.” (9:17) 

A little bit of harsh communication can cause a lot of pain. So we must speak gently to 
those we lead, and to those who lead us. In 10:4, Solomon says, “If the ruler's temper rises 
against you, do not abandon your position, because composure allays great offenses.” When a 
leader is unreasonably angry, how should we respond? Solomon says we shouldn’t leave, nor 
should we respond in kind. Instead, we should stay put, and stay calm. Why? “Because 
composure allays great offenses.” That word, “allays” means soothe. Calmness and gentleness 
have a soothing effect; even on unreasonably angry people    

John Johnson is the pastor of Corinth Missionary Baptist Church in East Texas. Last 
Sunday morning, a young man walked into his church. He was dressed in tactical military gear. 
He was armed. And he was furious. He informed Johnson that he wanted to kill church 
members. Now Johnson is a former parole officer. He also works as an intervention specialist. 
So he’s highly trained in crisis management. And in that moment, his training kicked in. Johnson 
calmed the man down. He patiently listened to the man talk. After a few moments, Johnson 
asked if he could check on the children. He went into the hallway. He signaled to his wife, and 
told her to evacuate the building. And then, everyone quietly left, including Johnson. By the 
time this young man got outside, people were getting into their cars, and leaving. So this man 
flashed a peace sign. And then, he drove off.2 

Proverbs 15:1 says that a “soft answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up 
anger.” Johnson’s soft words saved many lives. And soft words can save us a lot of trouble. 
There will always be volatile, unreasonable bosses. But when we own mistakes; when we’re 
calm; when we don’t return fire; and when we’re patient with unreasonable people; we 
actually gain a hearing with them. And as we soothe angry people, we can change the entire 
atmosphere at work.  

Leaders can do a lot of damage with their words. So we must speak gently. Second, we 
must speak thoughtfully. Words have a life of their own, don’t they? I can say something with  
the best of intentions. Yet my words can utterly fail to express my thoughts. A few days ago, I 
was dropping Addie off at school. And I ran into a friend of ours. We chatted for a bit. And then 
she said, “hey, I’ll see you later. I’m going to take the long way home, and get a workout.” And I 
                                                           

2 See http://www.tylerpaper.com/TP-News+Local/224124/pastor-calms-man-during-church-threat.  
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said, “hey, good idea...” And the conversation was over. But then, I started thinking about what 
I’d said. Now, what I meant was, “hey, good idea; that’s a creative way to make time for a 
workout.” What I didn’t mean was, “hey, good idea; because it looks like you need a workout.” 
But the meaning was unclear. And once I realized this, my head started spinning. I thought, “oh 
no, does she think that I think that she needs to work out. That would be weird, because she 
doesn’t. And even if she did, I wouldn’t tell her. That’d be really weird.” What we say doesn’t 
always convey what we think. So we must use words thoughtfully; especially if we’re leaders. 
When our words carry influence, we must use them with great care. 

Solomon says this, “Words from the mouth of a wise man are gracious, while the lips of 
a fool consume him; 13 the beginning of his talking is folly, and the end of it is wicked madness. 
14 Yet the fool multiplies words. No man knows what will happen, and who can tell him what will 
come after him?  15 The toil of a fool so wearies him that he does not even know how to go to a 
city.”  

This is a hilarious passage. Solomon is contrasting the words of the wise with those of 
the fool. The wise person speaks gracious words. She speaks words that are timely, and 
pleasing, and persuasive. But when the fool opens his mouth, he eats himself. The moment he 
speaks, he undermines his credibility. But ironically, he doesn’t stop talking! And the more he 
says, the crazier he gets. He claims to possess special insight into the future. But in reality, he 
doesn’t even know how to get the city. In other words, he’s ignorant of even the most basic 
information. Solomon is saying, “this guy claims to know what the future holds. But he can’t 
even find his way back home!” The fool’s words betray his incompetence.  

It’s tempting to think of leaders as talkers. Leaders have the gift of gab. They have 
answers to every question; responses to every objection. Now, it’s true that a leader must 
communicate. But just as we don’t need to speak the loudest, we don’t need to say the most. 
Our words carry weight. So we must choose them carefully. Here are three principles that help 
me speak thoughtfully.  

First, if I’m a leader, I must remember that I speak as a representative. If you lead a 
family, you speak for the family. If you lead a team, you speak for the team. As pastors, we try 
to be mindful of this. People can interpret our opinions as Creekside’s opinions; or our plans as 
Creekside’s plans. And occasionally, I’ve forgotten this. I’ve told people, “We really need to 
partner with this organization.” And they’ll come back later and say, “hey, why didn’t Creekside 
partner with that organization?” And I have to be honest, and say, “sorry, I was just thinking out 
loud. I wasn’t actually talking about something we were going to do.” When you’re speaking in 
a leadership role, ask yourself, “does what I say reflect the convictions, and the plans of the 
people I’m speaking for?”  

Second, remember that it’s ok to say, “I don’t know.” Solomon says we can’t know the 
future. And sometimes, we don’t know the best path forward. Better to say, “I don’t have a 
solution,” than to offer a poor one. As leaders, there’s great power in saying, “honestly, I don’t 
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know what we should proceed. Can you help me? Let’s think about this together?” That actually 
empowers the people you lead. And it helps them take ownership. Then, they have to take 
responsibility for the decision-making process.  
 Third, assume that your words will become public knowledge. Listen to verse 20; 
“Furthermore, in your bedchamber do not curse a king, and in your sleeping rooms do not curse 
a rich man, for a bird of the heavens will carry the sound, and the winged creature will make the 
matter known.” Solomon warns against careless speech. Private remarks usually don’t stay 
private. If we secretly curse the powerful, we shouldn’t surprised when they find out. Somehow, 
the message will reach them. And the consequences won’t be pleasant. This verse is so relevant 
for today. People are losing their jobs over things they’ve posted on social media. They 
assumed only a few friends could see their words. But a little bird named Twitter let the whole 
world see what they wrote. It was hard to keep secrets in Solomon’s day. It’s even harder now. 
And if you’re a leader, it’s harder still. In a sense, you’re already a public figure. So people tend 
to assume your statements are public knowledge. That’s why kids tell everyone what their 
parents say. It’s why employees tell everyone what their bosses say. In light of this, I try to 
assume that my words are public; especially if I’m talking about someone else. Now, there are 
times when confidentiality is important; especially when we’re dealing with very sensitive 
issues. And it’s important to have people we can confide in. But if I’m talking about other 
people, I assume it will get back to them. And therefore, I try to say things about them that I 
would say to them. A leader’s words are weighty. If we speak harshly, or thoughtlessly, we can 
cause great damage. So we must talk wisely.  

B. The Burden of Performing Influential Deeds: But we also must walk wisely. We’ve all  
heard the phrase, “actions speak louder than words.” People usually respond more to what we 
do than to what we say. So as leaders, what should we do? Well Solomon tells us three things 
we shouldn’t do; three dangers to avoid.   

Let’s start with the danger of laziness. Solomon says, “Woe to you, O land, whose king is 
a lad and whose princes feast in the morning. 17 Blessed are you, O land, whose king is of 
nobility and whose princes eat at the appropriate time-- for strength, and not for drunkenness. 
18 Through indolence the rafters sag, and through slackness the house leaks.  19 Men prepare a 
meal for enjoyment, and wine makes life merry, and money is the answer to everything.”   

Solomon presents another contrast here. First, he talks about a young and 
inexperienced king. The king is young. He’s only a “lad.” And he spends all of his time  
partying with the royal posse. The party starts early. And it just keeps going. Meanwhile, the 
nation suffers. Solomon contrasts this guy with a king who is well-trained; who has been 
groomed for the position; who feasts for strength, and not for indulgence. His people are 
blessed. Solomon then compares a nation to a house. Lazy leadership causes national decay; it 
causes the roof to sag and leak. The lazy king doesn’t maintain his kingdom. And while the 
nation collapses, he’s living the high life. We can think of verse 19 as his hashtag. Each day, he 
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sings, “men prepare a meal for enjoyment. Wine makes life merry. Money is the answer to 
everything.”  
 Here’s Solomon’s point: you don’t have to do lots of bad things to be a bad leader. You 
can be destructive by doing nothing at all. Proverbs 18:9 says, “He…who is slack in his work is 
brother to him who destroys.” As leaders, if we aren’t cultivating, we’re destroying. So laziness 
can be very destructive.  
 Listen, I don’t have to yell at my kids to hurt them. All I have to do is disengage. I just 
have to turn on the TV when I should be playing with them. I just have to tune them out; to 
stop asking questions; to stop reading the Bible with them; to stop carving out intentional time 
for them. It’s that simple. At work, I don’t have to spread rumors to hurt my co-workers. I just 
have to waste time, or continually avoid arduous tasks, or refuse to address conflict. If I’m the 
leader, I’m the pace-setter. And in general, people will follow my example. And that means I 
have to be ready to cultivate; to labor. Hard work is necessary. But it isn’t sufficient.      

Solomon also warns against ineffective work. He says, “He who digs a pit may fall into it, 
and a serpent may bite him who breaks through a wall. 9 He who quarries stones may be hurt by 
them, and he who splits logs may be endangered by them. 10 If the axe is dull and he does not 
sharpen its edge, then he must exert more strength. Wisdom has the advantage of giving 
success. 11 If the serpent bites before being charmed, there is no profit for the charmer.”  

Solomon is describing the hazards of work. You might fall into a pit. You might get bitten 
by a snake, or get injured by a stone, or a blade. Now, some accidents are unavoidable. But 
here’s Solomon’s point; don’t just work harder; work smarter. Don’t just do things; think about 
the wisest, and most effective way to do them. If you just work hard, you might actually do 
more harm than good.  

When I worked in construction, I was asked to demolish a roof. I was working with a 
young group of guys. We were relatively new to the job. And we were eager to prove ourselves. 
So we took these old, gnarly skill saws. We jumped up on the roof. And we began destroying it. 
It was so much fun. But after a few minutes, our boss stopped us. And he reminded us that we 
were sitting on the roof; the same roof we were trying to destroy. And he encouraged us to 
think a little harder about what we were doing. Otherwise, we might fall, right along with the 
roof. Hard work isn’t always effective work.  

As leaders, we need to think about the best ways to get things done. Otherwise, we’ll 
spend a lot of time spinning our wheels. A little planning can save everyone a lot of work, and a 
lot of stress.  
 Our kids just started school. And at first, every morning felt like a sprint. Make breakfast. 
Get ready. Get kids ready. Shoes on. Shoes on. SHOES ON! Beat the traffic. Find parking. Whew. 
And when we’re up against the clock, I tend to get frustrated with our kids. But here’s what I’ve 
realized; my kids…are kids. They’re not going to eat breakfast quickly, or get dressed quickly; 
or – for goodness’ sake –  get their shoes on quickly. It’s not going to happen. So I need to 
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account for that. And it’s not complicated. It just means getting their clothes out. It means 
having breakfast ready. It means getting up earlier, so I’m ready. I’m just creating margin, so my 
kids don’t have to be super-humans to get to school on time. If you’re leading people, you’re 
responsible for thinking ahead; for determining the best way to allocate time and resources.  
 Solomon admonishes us about lazy leadership; about ineffective leadership; and finally, 
about reckless leadership. Let’s quickly look at 10:5-7: “There is an evil I have seen under the 
sun, like an error which goes forth from the ruler--  6 folly is set in many exalted places while rich 
men sit in humble places. 7 I have seen slaves riding on horses and princes walking like slaves on 
the land.”  
 Solomon says that some leaders overturn the existing social order. They make all sorts 
of changes. They promote unqualified people. And they demote qualified people. They want to 
make changes. But they go about it in a reckless way. And everyone suffers as a result.  
 And here’s the implication for us; if we want to make changes, we should do so 
thoughtfully. When we enter an organization, we see things that need to change. And that’s 
fine. But we shouldn’t make chances willy nilly. We need to appreciate what’s already in place. 
And we need to take time to determine what actually works; and what doesn’t.  
 
 A little bad leadership does a lot of harm. Bad leaders damage people with their 
words. They allow nations to decay, and families to erode. They upend the existing social order. 
And they cause chaos. Thus, Solomon implores us to lead wisely. But listen, he isn’t optimistic. 
He has no illusions that wise leadership will provide any lasting solutions. Wisdom can build a 
house. But to Solomon, it’s a house of cards. One little act of the folly; and the whole thing will 
comes crashing down. For him, folly has the last word. It’s weightier than wisdom. But 
according to the New Testament, there’s something even weightier than folly; and that’s grace. 
Your foolishness can have far-reaching consequences. But they never reach as far as grace. 
Grace is wider; grace is deeper; grace is stronger; grace is truer, and more lasting. God works in 
spite of our foolishness. In fact, he’s so wise that he works through it. He worked through the 
foolish decision of foolish men to kill his perfect son. And he used all of that foolishness to 
redeem us. Jesus lived the life you and I were intended to live, so that we can be credited with 
his righteousness. He died the death we deserved to die, bearing the punishment for our sins. 
He rose so that we could be restored to God forever. If God can use the folly of men to save us; 
he can enfold all of our foolishness into his plan. His grace is deeper. His wisdom is 
unsearchable. And that means we don’t have to bear this burden alone. As leaders, we’re going 
to screw things up. But grace covers it. And that frees to keep leading; to keep trying; knowing 
that our folly can’t thwart God’s plan; and it can’t separate us from his love.   
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